openQA Tests - coordination #23798
[qe-core][sles][functional][epic] Add systemd test suite execution to openQA
2017-08-31 07:34 - SLindoMansilla

Status:

Resolved

Start date:

2017-09-11

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

Assignee:

SLindoMansilla

% Done:

100%

Category:

New test

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

future

Difficulty:
Description

Introduction
As QA Engineer, I want to have a test suite on OSD to test systemd using tblume's systemd-testsuite so that we covered it in QA with
automated tests.
Subtasks:
action # 25190: [sles][functional][demo] Add test suite systemd_installation_media

Resolved

action # 25210: [sle][functional] Add test suite patched_systemd

Resolved

coordination # 25244: [epic][functional][u]systemd testsuite executed on development ti...

Resolved

action # 25246: [tools][functional][u][systemd][medium]openQA-webui for systemd virtual...

Resolved

action # 25248: [tools][functional][systemd][u] openQA-workers for systemd department

Resolved

Related issues:
Related to openQA Tests - action #45158: [systemd] Implement systemd testsuit...

In Progress

2019-01-18

History
#1 - 2017-08-31 10:01 - SLindoMansilla
QA_HEAD_REPO: https://build.suse.de/project/show/QA:Head
#2 - 2017-08-31 10:02 - SLindoMansilla
- Status changed from New to In Progress
PR: https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/3495
#3 - 2017-08-31 10:32 - okurz
- Project changed from SUSE QA to openQA Tests
- Subject changed from [sles][functional] Add systemd test suite exectution to openQA to [sles][functional] Add systemd test suite execution to openQA
- Category set to New test
moving to openQA tests repo to have it publically visible. I don't see any information in the ticket we need to hide.
#4 - 2017-09-01 08:08 - SLindoMansilla
- Description updated
#5 - 2017-09-11 10:38 - okurz
Discussed with Sergio. He currently can't login to progress.o.o himself and is therefore unable to update the ticket. I am doing this on his behalf: He
expects the test for openSUSE Tumbleweed to be done until tomorrow, after that one day for SLE and Leap, after that waiting for coordination with TL
and systemd devs regarding how to proceed for systemd staging tests.
#6 - 2017-09-13 10:12 - SLindoMansilla
- Related to coordination #25244: [epic][functional][u]systemd testsuite executed on development time for systemd department added
#7 - 2017-09-13 10:32 - SLindoMansilla
- Description updated
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- Assignee deleted (SLindoMansilla)
A test suite for systemd is provided by systemd department.
There is already a PR from tblume to gh#os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/3364
But the code should be improved so there is no check_version and a job setting for the repository url is used (see disccution here
gh#os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/3364#discussion_r130832000).
#8 - 2017-09-20 20:23 - okurz
- Target version set to Milestone 12
#9 - 2017-09-27 09:49 - okurz
- Due date set to 2017-10-11
due to changes in a related task
#10 - 2017-09-27 09:49 - okurz
- Subject changed from [sles][functional] Add systemd test suite execution to openQA to [sles][functional][epic] Add systemd test suite execution to
openQA
#11 - 2017-09-27 12:40 - okurz
- Related to deleted (coordination #25244: [epic][functional][u]systemd testsuite executed on development time for systemd department)
#12 - 2017-10-06 14:18 - okurz
PR merged, go ahead :)
#13 - 2017-10-09 13:01 - okurz
PR merged for SLE15 as well
#14 - 2017-10-11 08:41 - okurz
- Due date changed from 2017-10-11 to 2017-10-25
due to changes in a related task
#15 - 2017-10-24 11:16 - okurz
- Due date changed from 2017-10-25 to 2017-11-08
due to changes in a related task
#16 - 2017-11-07 10:23 - okurz
- Due date changed from 2017-11-08 to 2017-10-11
due to changes in a related task
#17 - 2017-12-05 15:19 - okurz
- Due date changed from 2017-10-11 to 2017-12-19
due to changes in a related task
#18 - 2017-12-06 10:33 - sebchlad
- Due date changed from 2017-12-19 to 2018-01-02
due to changes in a related task
#19 - 2018-01-02 10:10 - okurz
- Due date changed from 2018-01-02 to 2018-01-30
due to changes in a related task
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#20 - 2018-01-20 12:46 - okurz
- Target version changed from Milestone 12 to Milestone 15
all subtasks assigned to sprints, updating milestone accordingly.
#21 - 2018-02-16 22:54 - okurz
- Target version changed from Milestone 15 to Milestone 14
#22 - 2018-02-20 21:27 - okurz
- Target version changed from Milestone 14 to Milestone 15
due to changes in subtasks
#23 - 2018-04-05 21:33 - okurz
- Subject changed from [sles][functional][epic] Add systemd test suite execution to openQA to [sles][functional][u][epic] Add systemd test suite
execution to openQA
#24 - 2018-04-10 13:52 - okurz
- Target version changed from Milestone 15 to Milestone 16
#25 - 2018-05-02 08:56 - oorlov
- Status changed from In Progress to Workable
#26 - 2018-05-23 10:15 - SLindoMansilla
Waiting for https://progress.opensuse.org/issues/25248
#27 - 2018-06-09 10:25 - okurz
- Target version changed from Milestone 16 to Milestone 19
this has been delayed often. Let's see if we can manage by M19
#28 - 2018-06-15 18:49 - okurz
- Target version changed from Milestone 19 to Milestone 19
#29 - 2018-07-17 13:47 - okurz
- Due date changed from 2018-05-22 to 2019-12-31
due to changes in a related task
#30 - 2018-10-14 19:02 - okurz
- Target version changed from Milestone 19 to future
due to changes in a related task
#31 - 2018-12-19 09:24 - mgriessmeier
- Blocked by action #45158: [systemd] Implement systemd testsuite as openQA perl module added
#32 - 2018-12-19 09:24 - mgriessmeier
- Status changed from Workable to Blocked
- Assignee set to SLindoMansilla
blocked by https://progress.opensuse.org/issues/45158
#33 - 2020-05-04 11:29 - SLindoMansilla
- Due date changed from 2019-12-31 to 2018-05-22
due to changes in a related task: #25210
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#34 - 2020-05-04 11:29 - SLindoMansilla
- Due date changed from 2018-05-22 to 2017-09-13
due to changes in a related task: #25244
#35 - 2020-10-12 13:38 - szarate
- Tracker changed from action to coordination
- Status changed from Blocked to New
#36 - 2020-10-12 13:47 - szarate
See for the reason of tracker change: http://mailman.suse.de/mailman/private/qa-sle/2020-October/002722.html
#37 - 2020-11-06 10:32 - tjyrinki_suse
- Subject changed from [sles][functional][u][epic] Add systemd test suite execution to openQA to [qe-core][sles][functional][epic] Add systemd test suite
execution to openQA
#38 - 2021-03-12 12:32 - SLindoMansilla
- Status changed from New to In Progress
#39 - 2021-03-12 12:33 - SLindoMansilla
- Blocked by deleted (action #45158: [systemd] Implement systemd testsuite as openQA perl module)
#40 - 2021-03-12 12:33 - SLindoMansilla
- Related to action #45158: [systemd] Implement systemd testsuite as openQA perl module added
#41 - 2021-03-12 12:33 - SLindoMansilla
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
Sub-task resolved
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